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Abstract—With the advancement of information technology, Building Information Modeling (BIM) is evolving fast and play an essential role in Architecture, Engineering, Construction, Owner and Operators (AECOO) industry. Universities play an important role in the current BIM transition in construction projects as well as to embrace Industry 4.0. In this research, immersive Virtual Reality (VR) in BIM offer a unique, supportive environment for the user experience in visualizing and collecting data from the model. With Virtual Reality (VR), engineering education has a major breakthrough. Immersive interactions, stereoscopic 3D, real time multisensory simulations, virtual explorations, synchronous communications, data analytics and visual analysis – all these are impossible without VR. VR offers a student-centred learning environment that promotes active and collaborative learning, situated within simulated real-world contexts.
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1 Introduction

Currently, Building Information Modelling (BIM) is introduced into the Architecture, Engineering, Construction, Owner and Operator (AECOO) sector at a rapid pace and tends to be seen as a cutting-edge technology and processes. Engineering education always strives to follow the interests of the construction industry and especially now BIM is a very important. According to Sabongi and Arch [1], the academic community moves more deliberately and thoughtfully to incorporate new technologies and to offer new courses.
Universities must focus on the strategy of using BIM as an innovative technology to allow the acquisition of new skills for the students and prepare them for their future activities in a more competitive world. School is an important driver for the growth of BIM knowledge [2]. Students’ learning and teacher’s teaching can be enhanced by appropriate advance technology. Technology could encourage more independent and active learning among students [3]. A key reason for the use of technology within a learning situation is to enhance the quality of learning and teaching [4].

Today’s students are the “digital generations”. They are born and grow up in a digital and technology-savvy world. Their learning styles have changed, e.g. preference of multitasking and social media awareness. Education and technology are always interconnected so it would be important to explore how technologies could be embraced by education. The digital generations obviously love modern technologies, and are positive towards online education and learning with technologies. For this reason, the virtual reality (VR) technology is a step to bridge our pedagogy and communication between the academia and nowadays students.

BIM course was introduced to Year 3 Civil Engineering students since 2015 as an optional course at the University of Nottingham. Significant changes are being introduced to BIM due to the major contribution of BIM in the AECOO industry. The course is to provide detailed knowledge and understanding of the fundamental concept of BIM to be applied in the life cycle of buildings/infrastructure, which includes planning, design, construction, operation and demolition.

In addition, this module provides students with an opportunity to use digital design, planning, analysis and presentation tools to support the collaborative design and planning of a reinforced concrete building (e.g. an office building, a hospital, an airport terminal). Student work in groups on their design project to produce detailed architectural/structural design and documentation. Autodesk Revit software is an intelligent model-based process to plan, design, construct, and manage buildings and infrastructure. Then, Revit model is brought into Virtual Reality space by Oculus Rift Touch. It helps to create an interactive walk-through and provide students with a realistic sense on the actual live in the simulated environment. BIM shows a building at every step of its development and illustrate design, construction, and materials in detail. The embedded capacities of BIM make it a dynamic platform that allows multiple groups in different locations to work on projects.

Precise planning along with technologies are essential to make this course successful and effective to the students. It is essential to create interactive lesson for the new generation as they are growing up with technologies. Integration of the advanced technologies into BIM course teaching helps to deliver the course in more effective, engaging and interactive ways. It helps to improve the teaching and learning which would benefit both students and the University. In this research, VR will be integrated into BIM teaching and learning for an effective in and out of classroom engagement.

The aim of this research is to explore the teaching and learning experience by integrating Virtual Reality into Building Information Modelling (BIM) course in the Department of Civil Engineering at the University of Nottingham Malaysia (UNM). A BIM-VR framework is designed for modelling the existing structures. The framework makes use of object-based parametric modelling software packages to develop a data-
An rich model for existing structures from extant documents and available knowledge. It is to reduce time, cost and increase quality in modelling of complete existing structures in terms of architecture, structural and interior design, mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems.

This study acts as a stepping stone to help more educators at UNM to explore the potential benefits brought by VR in other educational settings. VR can be employed to give immersive experiences to medical students, mechanical engineering students, student pilots, etc. This will result in better graduates who are knowledgeable in their respective fields meanwhile opening for new research areas on certain subjects.

In addition, students are able to experience the real construction process in BIM course with the integration of VR, prepare the future professionals who will be experts in BIM, good teaching and learning experience and hence improve the offered BIM course, and also to attract the outsider investors to invest in the BIM technologies to support the future BIM research.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Building Information Modeling (BIM)

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a terminology developed to illustrate a broad set of discipline-specific software packages that handle all phases in the project lifecycle (LC) [5], representing as a semantically enriched and consistent digital building models [6];[7]. It can also stand for building information management which the control of the processes in the built and used model [8] and for building information marketing [9].

On the other hand, others could argue that BIM is the process of creating information about (future) building. This is even acknowledged in the BIM maturity levels [5];[10]. The US National Building Information Modelling Standard defines BIM as “A digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility and a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its life-cycle; defined as existing from earliest conception to demolition” [11].

BIM maturity levels are a broadly accepted concept in the understanding of BIM, where Level 0 utilizes only 2D drawings and shared among different stakeholders either in a digital or paper format, Level 1 typically consists of 3D conceptual CAD drafting and 2D CAD drawings for approval of building documentation and the 3D Model is not shared among project team members, Level 2 is distinguished by collaborative working, and requires "an information exchange process which is specific to that project and coordinated between various systems and project participants" [12], and Level 3 that represents the full collaboration between all disciplines by means of using a single, shared project model which is held in a centralized repository, in which all parties involved can access and modify with no risks of any clashes and conflicts.
BIM software packages have provided the opportunity for interoperability, the ability to exchange/share information between separate computer programs without any loss of content or meaning [13]. They also couple project organizations together for an existing building [14], since in practice the benefits of BIM are based on the value added by the creation of an integrated model [5], which provides a resource for data sharing in a facility to enhance in facility management, operation and maintenance [15]. For instance, an air conditioning unit within a BIM would also contain data about its supplier, operation and maintenance procedures, flow rates and clearance requirements [15];[16].

BIM usage for existing structures has been widely studied in [17];[18] and its benefits have been widely espoused.

2.2 Virtual Reality (VR)

Virtual Reality is commonly referred to as a set of technological devices which include ‘computers, head-mounted displays, headphones, and motion-sensing gloves’ [19]. It is a technology that immerses the user into a computer-simulated environment establishing the sense of being transported into an utterly distinctive reality. The use of VR in simulating structure buildings has been introduced multiple times in the past [20];[21];[22] as well as owing to the noticeable advancement of technology in the past couple of years. The implementation of VR in various applications nowadays has become smoother.

Gaming development engines are used to facilitate the process of developing a VR environment, by using scripting languages such as ‘C#’ (C-Sharp) and ‘Javascript’ to manipulate objects in the three-dimensional (3D) reality. Scripting languages could also be merged with additional libraries to allow the retrieval of specific information from the database describing certain objects; the gaming development engines compile these scripting languages into native codes to ensure fast and reliable performance [23]. VR headsets are the hardware used to deliver the VR experience to the user, a head-mounted display (HMD) that allows the user to interact with the virtual environment in first-person view (FPV) with the help of tracking sensors.

Schrader [24] has established ‘learning about technology’, ‘learning from technology’, ‘learning with technology’ and ‘learning from technology’ which defines the different types of interactions either between the users and the content of the world or the users themselves [25]. VR system is developed to promote Engineering Education. VR can be used in any teaching when the real thing is high risk, impossible, inconvenient, too time-consuming or too costly [26]. VR helps to create an interactive walk-through and provide students with a realistic sense on the actual live in the simulated environment. With the VR, student’s motivation can be enhanced and make learning experience more interesting. In addition, VR helps to improve group work skill and self-directed learning in problem-based learning narratives [27].
2.3 Integrating VR in BIM

The need for VR in BIM is increasing due to the advantages and value added to the BIM environment. The use of VR improves visualization and provides an accurate height measurement of the user, this technique is achieved through usage of the tracking sensors, allowing a proper scaling with the actual dimensions of the building for a better sense of relativity, which immerses the user in the virtual environment giving a better sense of the surrounding lengths and heights e.g. the distance between two columns, or floor to ceiling height. As VR is making use of the height of the user in the virtual environment, different safety aspects can be assessed e.g. railings heights, such that assumption can be made on whether the building is safe to be used in its current condition in reality.

Other aspects of safety such as routes and lengths of emergency paths [28] can be planned and tested in the virtual environment to allow sufficient time to escape by simulating the average speed and step length of a user. Moreover, this integration allows easier and faster viewing of the interior design of the existing structure. Therefore, this technique provides an opportunity to assess the potential of any change or retrofitting processes that are planned in the future.

Better visualization in VR provides better opportunity for application in the real estate and property development industries. VR allows showcasing of properties to be sold or rented, as the estate buyer can go through the building in a tour to view every aspect and component of the building with its unique properties (e.g. different types of floors are identified as oak or concrete) remotely, without the need to directly visit the real estate company. Mobile access could also be implemented to allow different overseas consultants to visit the existing structure for facility management and maintenance procedures without the need to travel. Therefore, this technique reduces the transportation time, costs and efforts in presence of the VR headset without losing any of the essential BIM concepts and semantically rich models.

Gee [29] has indicated that an immersive, intelligent and digital environment provides an improved platform in the area of education. In addition, Michael and Chen [30] have demonstrated that serious games (is a game designed for the benefit of the user and marginally the user’s entertainment) can provide the upcoming learners with an environment that motivates understanding and visualizing. Various research in this area recognized the benefit of some of the serious games in the education industry.

3 Methodology

3.1 Designed BIM-VR framework

BIM-VR framework can be carried out with any computer-based VR headset, which consists of a head-mounted display and tracking sensors connected to a computer device and wireless controllers. However, mobile-based VR headsets will not be compatible as they only operate with the restrictions limited to the ability of the mobile phone placed in the HMD that does not have the ability in terms of processing...
power to run the final application. Moreover, controllers are not widely available for commercial use in the case of a mobile-based VR headset.

In this research, the chosen BIM software is Autodesk’s Revit® which is widely used in the industry and can be used to export to formats that will be favourable during the framework use. The computer graphics program used as a rendering engine is Autodesk’s 3DS MAX® which is used to convert Autodesk material library (AMC) materials to standard materials, through an available converter plug-in, which can be processed and visualized in the game development engine. Other alternatives exist such as rendering through a third-party renderer named NVIDIA Mental Ray which is readily available in most versions of 3DS MAX®, but it was discontinued after the 2017 version.

Unity® is the game development engine used which allows manipulation and scripting to form a platform to move through the existing structure in first person view. It is also used to develop and integrate the 360° interior inverted spheres. In addition, Unity® provides no restriction on tools that can be added through object-oriented programming (OOP) using C# programming language in Unity® to convert to the VR. The hardware used to run the application produced by Unity® is Oculus Rift® CV1 consists of a HMD, 2 touch Controllers (one for each hand) and 2 infrared tracking sensors, which keep track of movement of the head and each hand.

Oculus Rift® was chosen as it has a built-in headphone, which is useful in the immersive environment when compared with its competitors that require an external headphone to simulate sounds. The touch controllers in the Oculus Rift® can sense the movement of individual fingers. Therefore, Oculus Rift® provides a more realistic performance in the virtual environment. In addition, it provides wide range of available resources and libraries that reduce the workload required to finish a specified task.

Designed BIM-VR framework can be implemented using any BIM software, computer graphics program (rendering engine) and game development engine. The general flow of the designed BIM-VR framework is shown in Fig. 1. The framework is started with 3 different stages that are later combined into one model and accessed by the user; 1) Integrate VR into unity; 2) Create the visualization environment for the interior of the model; 3) Create the exterior BIM Model. The three stages were executed parallelly as demonstrated by the flowchart and each stage is further explained.

BIM-VR framework is designed to allow a brief description of items in the structures as the user line of sight crosses them e.g. provision of information for the materials used in the construction of the existing structure. It breaks the language barrier as it reduces the need for verbal communication and favors the visual communication of data and building related information through the data input into the database e.g. diameter, flow and pressure in a pipe is generated as a pop-up when the line of sight of the user meets the specified pipe. These data are extracted by using the scripting languages in the gaming development software by connecting to the dedicated server that inputs the data directly from the BIM software with the help of the corresponding BIM software Application Programming Interface (API). The main feature of the server is the data could be easily updated or appended by the user on the BIM model using the object based parametric software and directly viewed in the VR environment.
Designed BIM-VR Framework provides access to the BIM model and its data with no compatibility complications when transferring between two different BIM modeling software packages, thus eliminate the need of exporting the model into the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) format and imports it to view on the other software package such that it provides a readily executable file (EXE) format that can be viewed on any platform.

**Fig. 1.** Flowchart demonstrating the general flow of BIM-VR framework

**Exterior and MEP modeling:** The first step to produce a model of an existing structure in VR is to transfer the 2D extant drawings into a BIM modeling software on which architectural, structural, mechanical, electrical and plumbing models co-exist at the same time, without the need to model the interior design which is extremely time-consuming and difficult to model with high accuracy unless point cloud-based methods which are of very high cost are implemented. Fig. 2 demonstrates the modelled exterior design of the Trent Building in the University of Nottingham Malaysia that is based on actual construction 2D CAD drawings.
Non-geometric information such as materials of building components is also added. The accuracy of the existing structure is viewed in VR. Therefore, the simulation is limited to the construction accuracy relative to the drawings at construction time, unless the drawings are updated after construction to produce an accurate representation of the existing structure. Modelling the exterior and MEP provides realism and better virtual environment as it allows the user to freely move in the first-person view and discover every element of construction in the existing structure. Fig. 3 shows a MEP system in one of the rooms of the Trent Building.

**Exporting process:** Exporting the Revit® 3D model to Filmbox format (.FBX) which is then imported in 3DS MAX® as shown in Fig. 4, ensures all desired objects in the existing structure are visible. For versions of 2017 and before a NVIDIA® Mental Ray®, plug-in readily exists in 3DS MAX® which uses ray tracing to render the model. Without this plug-in, textures will be missing in the model [31].
The model is then exported to .FBX format again which can be directly imported into Unity® in assets. However, this method does not produce textures for all components, so some textures are found to be missing. Material standardization is important to solve the problem of losing parametric information during the migration of a proprietary model into the Unity® based virtual reality platform. A plugin-in automatically identifies all the Autodesk material types inside the Revit model and standardizes them based on Standard Material. So, the end result in Unity® can be visualized in Fig. 5 [32].

A set of tools is designed in the virtual environment to facilitate the users’ extraction of further detailed data. The provided toolkit contains

1. Length-measuring equipment,
2. Angle-measuring equipment,
3. Simple Calculator and
4. Material detecting equipment as shown in Fig. 5.

The length-measuring tool calculates the distance between two points whereas angle-measuring tool requires three points (A, B and C) and measures the respective angle between vector AB and vector BC. Simple calculator is added to assist the user with basic mathematical calculations, thus defying the need to remove the HMD for any calculations. In addition, a material detection tool is designed to identify the type of material incorporated into each building components in the existing model. A panel is also attached alongside the toolkit to guide the user on how to use each tool and automatically displays the returned results by the respective tool. This toolkit provides accurate data extraction technique from the existing structure while in the virtual environment with results of high accuracy that require no scaling or any form of manipulation.
**Interior design visualization:** One of the most complex challenges in modelling an existing structure is modelling the interior design of an existing building. It is possible that certain brands of materials and components are not available when the modeller need to use them according to the existing project specifications [33]. Moreover, the work is extremely time-consuming to model the interior design piece by piece for any existing structure and is difficult to yield a model that is perfectly accurate in comparison to reality due to the regular undocumented changes in buildings. Ibrahim and Krawcysk[34] have pointed out that we need to wait until new components are available on the market if a building is to employ creative and innovative design solutions.

Hence, BIM-VR framework introduces the concept of an inverted sphere which utilizes a low cost 360-degree camera. An algorithm is established in the game development engine to project the 360-degree photos on a sphere in which the user is placed virtually in its centre. This advanced photogrammetric method ensures extremely high accuracy in comparison with all other commercially known techniques in nearly negligible time. The user can move smoothly in the interior of the existing building among pre-defined points to visualize the interior design with all its details. Moreover, the user with a press of a button can transfer to the free-movement environment to view things beyond the photogrammetric ability of the 360-degree image viewer such as MEP systems, which are above ceilings and inside walls. In Fig. 6 all the inverted spheres used in the building are shown independently from the building structure from a bird-eye’s view.
VR integration methods: Using the BIM-VR framework provided by Oculus® rift for Unity® game engine three game objects were uploaded to the virtual environment, and several scripts were applied to these game objects to further enhance the user experience while using the environment created.

The first game object used is the first-person player controller (FPC), named in unity “OVRPlayerController”, which provides a full visual model for the user and allows free movement using the touch controller’s joystick for the user to be able to move freely inside the virtual environment while being able to view the surrounding through the head mounted display. The FPC game object is a parent object for 2 different game objects “ForwardDirection” and “OVRCameraRig”.

Under the second game object there is the “TrackingSpace”, a game object, which consists of another 6 children objects of interest as they track the users’ left hand, right hand, left eye’s view, right eye’s view, center’s view, and the whole user by adding further game objects as children under the following objects; the position and properties of each object that will be inherited and further used thus the usage of an OOP-based language.

The other two game objects used from Oculus® VR framework are the right hand’s and left hand’s controllers which were created by the oculus rift’s team who applied scripts to them by stimulating movement of the buttons and joysticks in the virtual environment when applied by the user in the real world. Both controllers were added under the respective child game objects under the FPC parent one, which can all be demonstrated through the Unity® screenshot in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. OVRPlayerController game object with its children objects

Helping the user to perform specific functions when prompted, Unity® class “MonoBehaviour” raycasts were used from the tip of the right-hand controller pointing to objects in the environment the concept of inverted spheres. Interior models further enhance the BIM by adding more realistic components to the existing structure and help the user in visualizing the actual environment. The main problem with modelling the interior design is the lack of inventory of each interior model. These models differ in their structure and design; therefore, the designer is required to start creating the model from scratch since sometimes the documents related to this design are not provided [35] leading to increasing time, amount and complexity of the task.

The concept of inverted spheres is introduced in the BIM-VR framework to help the designer add the interior model achieving the visual advantage of having the interior model in the BIM for the existing structure. The concept is achieved by using a 360 camera that takes photos for the interior model of the building, and these photos are later added to the inverted spheres in the unity game engine which allows the user to move between these spheres in order to tour the building and examine the interior design of the building as well as transfer between the BIM, to observe the MEP, and return to the inverted spheres. Fig. 8 shows a zoomed in view on one inverted sphere with the relevant 360-degree photo superimposed.

Fig. 8. A close view of one inverted sphere with its respective superimposed 360-degree image
The Unity® game engine already provides a sphere game object. However, these spheres need to be modified via a script written and added to the ‘Editor’ folder under the main ‘Assets’ folder in unity to create a new ‘InvertedSpheres’ object that helps the developer to use it later.

The ‘InvertedSpheres’ class has a function that creates a graphical user interface (GUI) for the developer to choose the respective game object and to choose a certain radius of the sphere. This script also creates a mesh renderer that is applied to the inverted spheres. The main idea of this renderer is to invert the sphere so the user could stand in the center of the sphere and easily view the full 360-degree photo that covers the sphere by rotating using the HMD. An invisible plane is created to cover the whole sphere horizontally to provide a ground for the user to stand on while viewing the photos. Without this ground the user won’t be able to stand at the center of the sphere as the sphere is empty from the inside. Additionally, the movement script is updated to prevent the user from moving when in the interior design view inside the spheres; as for realistic view the user needs to be always at the centre of the sphere to see the photos that represent the actual interior design in a certain area or room. The invisible plane is created by using the plane game object in Unity® game engine and the application of a transparent material.

After creating the inverted sphere, a material is created with the type of ‘Unlit/Texture’ and the texture added is the 360-degree photo captured. This material is used to further enhance the quality of the photo using a 360-degree photo viewer. The number of spheres is equal to the number of photos taken by the user according to the respective number of views of the interior the user wants to provide.

The concept of movement between the spheres is achieved by adding extra invisible planes that are perpendicular to the horizontal plane. These planes are added depending on the spheres surrounding the current sphere that the user inputted. The spheres are equally placed and each sphere has a certain position depending on the user input. When the user looks at a certain direction and this direction allows the user to move into a different view of the interior design the user is prompted to press a button in order to view to the next view, this is achieved by having a raycast checking which invisible plane is the user pointing too and if the button is pressed the user is transferred to the center of the targeted sphere; therefore, it allows different views of the interior design and generalizes the concept of movement between the spheres; this process is demonstrated in the flowchart in Fig.9. For presentation purposes in this flowchart, 4 directions are only added, but the user can add infinite number of directions, including up and down, using the framework.
Fig. 9. Flowchart demonstrating the controls programmed on both controllers
The switching between the interior views in the Inverted Spheres and the MEP (as shown in Fig. 10) in the model allows the user to retrieve information such as the specifications of MEP.

![Fig. 10. Air conditioning system in the virtual environment and sample data extraction](image)

Using the IS the user can visualize the interior of the BIM model accurately, and if data is needed to be extracted interiorly the user will be able to access the BIM model and use the toolkit to access the data. Using this method, the developer does not need to design the interior model as the IS visualization concept is achieved using a 360 camera to provide accurate results for the interior.

### 3.2 Questionnaire survey

VR has been integrated into BIM in teaching Civil Engineering through blended learning or hybrid virtual learning [36];[37]. Students are taught the fundamental concepts of BIM (e.g. life cycle of buildings - planning, design, construction, operation and demolition) and the functionality of BIM software. The 3D models in BIM allow students to feel space in a way that is not possible with traditional 2D drawings. Then, students can walkthrough and feel what it is like to be right inside the buildings that they have designed using Oculus Rift VR headset.

In VR, students are getting an immersive 360-degree view and they can "walk around" their new designs, e.g. future house, buildings and renovations. The idea is that students can sit inside a classroom, but walk virtually inside the models (using the VR headset) and evaluate every nook and cranny of something that does not exist physically, e.g. concealed conduits, wiring and building services. The technology also enables virtual interaction between various stakeholders in a project (e.g. architects, engineers, consultants and quantity surveyors) and the central maintenance of all sorts of data, hence to provide a holistic approach to construction projects. The immersive
interactions in networked virtual environments are difficult or even impossible in traditional classrooms or lab settings. The level of immersion and control of learning experiences is not possible without VR.

A data collection and survey were conducted to ensure the credibility of this study. Questionnaire survey was adopted in this project to explore the teaching and learning experience by integrating Virtual Reality into Building Information Modelling (BIM) course in the Department of Civil Engineering at the University of Nottingham Malaysia (UNM). In this study, a quantitative survey is used to evaluate the students’ experience in using the BIM. The survey was developed from the review of the literature and what the researchers thought to be significant in exploring a new application software in engineering. The questionnaire was administered online using Google Form and it was designed with a 5-point Likert scale: 1 (Strong Disagree), 2 (Disagree), 3 (Neither agree nor disagree), 4 (Agree) and 5 (Strongly Agree).

The survey was divided into two sections.

Section 1: Perception towards augmented reality and virtual reality
Q1: I can virtually travel to places that I may not able to visit in future.
Q2: I can travel through time and explore ancient civilization and construction industry.
Q3: I can practice skills in a safe and non-threatening virtual environment.
Q4: I am able to see and learn the hidden Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) features and thus enhance my understanding.
Q5: I am able to learn the safe features in the construction.
Q6: I can grasp Design concept more readily and retain the information for longer time.
Q7: I am fully focused on learning content and removed from distraction.
Q8: I am able to trigger my own creativity in design.

Section 2: Learning experiences
Q9: The objectives of the workshop were made clear/available to me.
Q10: The teaching methods used in the workshop help me to learn.
Q11: The method of assessment (coursework, practical, etc.) allows me to demonstrate what I have learned on the workshop.
Q12: The level of the workshop is about right.
Q13: The workload on the workshop is about right.
Q14: The teacher was approachable.
Q15: The teacher was an able communicator.
Q16: The teacher was patient in explaining things which seem difficult to grasp.
Q17: The teacher retained my interest.
Q18: The teacher was helpful and supportive.
Q19: The teacher encourages me to take responsibility of my learning.
Q20: Sessions were paced appropriately.
Q21: I am satisfied with the venue and time allocation for the module.
Q22: I am satisfied with the learning support provided by the teacher.

Data Collection: The sample of study was drawn from undergraduate civil engineering students registered in the BIM course. They are from year 1 to year 3 students.
The quantitative survey was administered at the end of the semester upon completion of the BIM course. The BIM course was conducted in the form of a compulsory BIM Group Design Project module in 13 weeks and 4 hours per week. The questionnaire was simple and it took approximate 10 minutes to complete. Students’ participation was based on voluntary basis and no coercion was used. This is to adhere to the research ethical conduct that all human subjects are choosing to participate of their own free will. In addition, ethical standards also protect the confidentiality and anonymity of the human subjects. There were 57 students responded to the survey and the respond rate was good.

Data analysis: The data was analyzed using Microsoft Excel and IBM SPSS version 25. Descriptive statistics was presented using the bar charts and some statistical analyses were performed to construe the data.

4 Results and Findings

4.1 Demographic information

The students participated in this study came from a diversified spectrum of profiles. The students’ demographic information is shown in Table 1. Most of the students participated in this study was male students (77%), Year 3 (65%) and Malaysian (81%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of study</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citizenship</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malaysian</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Virtual reality

Data collected had shown that most of the students had positive perceptions towards virtual reality (see Fig. 11). About 70% or more students agreed or strongly agreed that they could travel virtually, travel through time, practices safely, learn MEP features, learn construction safety features, grasp design concept, focus in learning and trigger design creativity. This approach to teaching has produced a positive impact on learning. First and foremost, students are relatively more enthusiastic to
improve their design models after finding out their weaknesses in virtual reality, which was difficult, if not impossible, in conventional architectural drawings. Apart from that, virtual reality promotes collaborative learning as it allows lecturers/students based in different geographic locations to collaboratively design, review, test and validate projects virtually.

**Fig. 11.** Students’ perceptions of augmented reality and virtual reality
4.3 Learning experiences

Data collected had shown that most of the students had positive learning experiences in the BIM course (see Fig. 12). About 70% or more students agreed or strongly agreed that the BIM workshop was useful, the teacher was an effective educator and the learning environment was encouraging. Apparently, the use of augmented reality and virtual reality in the BIM course had accommodated students’ diversity and motivated them to learn. Every student learned differently. They possessed different kinds of mindsets and cultural backdrop, and therefore they memorized, thought, interpreted and understood things differently. Students have a unique blend of intelligences, capabilities and skills. According Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences [37], every individual differs in eight intelligences. For instance, a student may have strong spatial skills but poor in linguistic. The integration VR learning is methodologically in conformity to Theory of Multiple Intelligences and supports diverse student needs.

![Fig. 12. Students’ learning experience in BIM course](image-url)
4.4 Gender differences

Mann-Whitney test had shown that there were no significant differences between male and female students in 21 questions except for Q4 (see Table 2). Female students were significantly more capable in learning and understanding the hidden Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) feature in an augmented and virtual reality environment ($p = 0.025$). However, there were no gender differences in the other aspects of evaluations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean Rank for Gender</th>
<th>Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>28.76</td>
<td>29.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>28.30</td>
<td>31.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>30.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>26.58</td>
<td>37.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>27.38</td>
<td>34.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>28.18</td>
<td>31.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>27.73</td>
<td>33.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>27.69</td>
<td>33.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>28.42</td>
<td>30.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>30.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>28.44</td>
<td>30.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>28.12</td>
<td>31.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13</td>
<td>28.66</td>
<td>33.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14</td>
<td>29.85</td>
<td>26.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
<td>29.67</td>
<td>26.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16</td>
<td>30.07</td>
<td>25.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q17</td>
<td>29.10</td>
<td>28.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q18</td>
<td>30.98</td>
<td>22.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q19</td>
<td>30.16</td>
<td>25.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q20</td>
<td>27.33</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q21</td>
<td>27.49</td>
<td>34.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q22</td>
<td>28.56</td>
<td>30.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Year of study differences

Kruskal-Wallis test had shown that there were no significant differences among Year 1 to Year 3 students in the 22 questions (see Table 3). This could imply that students regardless of year of study were positive towards the use of virtual reality in the BIM course.
### Table 3. Ranks of Kruskal-Wallis Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Asymp. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>34.25</td>
<td>27.36</td>
<td>29.51</td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>27.31</td>
<td>29.27</td>
<td>0.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>37.50</td>
<td>22.28</td>
<td>31.81</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>37.75</td>
<td>24.64</td>
<td>30.65</td>
<td>0.265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>37.50</td>
<td>27.67</td>
<td>29.19</td>
<td>0.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>36.25</td>
<td>28.36</td>
<td>28.92</td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>42.75</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>29.12</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>39.75</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>29.39</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>28.67</td>
<td>29.65</td>
<td>0.614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>28.56</td>
<td>29.82</td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>30.42</td>
<td>28.86</td>
<td>0.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>30.56</td>
<td>28.68</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>27.47</td>
<td>30.36</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>29.92</td>
<td>29.01</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>25.75</td>
<td>31.01</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q17</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>31.08</td>
<td>28.01</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q18</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>29.03</td>
<td>29.50</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q19</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>26.92</td>
<td>30.15</td>
<td>0.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q20</td>
<td>30.50</td>
<td>26.36</td>
<td>30.20</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q21</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>24.53</td>
<td>31.20</td>
<td>0.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q22</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>28.97</td>
<td>29.26</td>
<td>0.893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 The impact of virtual reality on civil engineering learning

With virtual reality, engineering education has a major breakthrough. Immersive interactions, stereoscopic 3D, real time multisensory simulations, virtual explorations, synchronous communications, data analytics and visual analysis — all these are hardly possible without virtual reality. Virtual reality furnishes a student-centred learning environment that promotes active and collaborative learning, situated within simulated real-world contexts. Students could explore their intellectual curiosity in ways that are seemingly impossible in traditional classroom settings. The unique blend of virtual reality and live virtual interaction creates powerful and immersive learning experiences that engage students in deeper learning.

In this VR project, an effective student-centred learning approach is being fully utilized. Learning of knowledge and skills is more meaningful when students are “learning by doing”, situated within the learning context. Unfortunately, the conventional classroom lectures are usually out of context; it is analogous to someone who learns to swim by reading a book, but never got in the water. In VR however, ones could ‘place themselves’ in the virtual world that simulates real-world experiences. VR promotes learning through a “situated learning” approach. In a situated learning context, students develop knowledge and understanding by having concrete and hands-on experiences built on realistic problems.
In VR, knowledge of skills, attitudes and culture in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industries can be constructed through problem-solving within the virtual environments and communities. VR takes the BIM model to the construction site, allowing students to learn from the first-person experience. This gives students a strong illusion of exploring and testing the viability of an architectural design, and working together with other construction professionals. The motivation behind situated learning is typically that students become participants in their own learning by deep interaction with other parties and vivid objects presented in the 3D landscape. The real-time feedback given by other parties, and the interactive environments leverage knowledge construction. The same level of control and immersion is impossible without VR.

VR allows students to explore different realities and alternate their learning experiences (instead of sitting in classroom). Furthermore, such approach is beneficial for students who are physically disabled, and to demonstrate unrealistic and dangerous simulations. Students are engaged in “active learning” and the immediate engagement is useful in understanding complex engineering theories or concepts. Exploration and hands on approach aids in learning and better retention of knowledge and skills learned.

This approach to teaching has produced a positive impact on learning. Firstly, students are more excited and enthusiastic to improve their design models after “seeing” their weaknesses in VR, which was difficult, if not impossible, in conventional architectural drawings. Secondly, VR promotes collaborative learning. VR allows lecturers/students based in different geographic locations to collaboratively design, review, test and validate projects virtually.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, the BIM-VR framework provides an extensive and generic platform that promotes its use for any existing building. The application on the Trent Building in the University of Nottingham Malaysia is proof that the framework can be used generally for any existing building without the complications induced by modelling interior design piece by piece or any other time-consuming and ineffective methods; therefore, the 360-degrees inverted sphere can be an efficient substitute for these conventional interior design modelling methods. Moreover, the integrated toolkit is an important tool for data extraction from the model through the HMD and the touch controllers. So, for future work this toolkit can be extended to perform other several tasks that assist the user in the virtual environment and eliminates the need for many site visits that can be either time-consuming or inefficient in terms of cost. The platform can be improved in future research to introduce the ability to edit the BIM model in the virtual environment where this data is eventually communicated in real time to apply these changes in reality and on the actual model. The integration of the MEP systems in the model provides the opportunity for continuous monitoring of the various systems which are embedded in the walls and are extremely difficult to monitor through other methods. In this area, a continuous monitoring mechanism can be im-
implemented in the future to predict and locate any failures in the system and avoid any disasters.
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